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Xavier welcomes new president Dana Avenue 
opens for 
traffic By Jennifer Stark_ The Xavier_Newswire 
. "Xavier has brought someone spe-
cial to this city.; .som~ne who will 
make a significant difference for . 
many years to come." 
Interim President Michael J. Cona-
ton introduced Rev .. James E. Hoff, 
S.J ., with these words at a downtown 
press conference yesterday - an ap-
propriate introduction for the 
university's new.president .. 
Hoft, curre1,1tiy vice pn'?sident of 
- university '.l_'!'!la._ t~.OV,? .'!~ . .Q:filgtt ton -
University~ Omaha; Neb., will" 
become Xavier's 33rd Jesuit president 
March 1,1991. Until theri, Hof( will 
complete his_ duties at Creighton, take 
some time to reflect on his change of 
. positions and enjoysome relaxation 
before beginning atXavier. "Those 
first months will be busy months," he 
laughed. "I'll have to be in the office 
· part of the time, on the Mall part of 
time - I 1::ari see thatalready." . 
According to Michael J. Conaton1 
chairman of Xavier~s Board ofTrus~ 
tees.and interim presideritof the uni~ 
versity, Hoff comes to.Xavier with 
excellent credentfals; · · 
"Father Hoffis a.man we have . 
been pursuing from the beginning of 
our search effort,''. Conaton ex-
plained. "We like his style, his record 
and· his priorities .. As a leader who 
has a record of success in administra-
tion, teaching and community 
service; Father Hoff will be a p0sitive 
part of Xavier's development." 
Hoff is looking forward to the job. 
"Xavier University has a great 
tradition and an outstanding reputa-
tion as a Jesuit university," Hoff 
explained. "I have known this from 
afar for years. ·Now I have begun to 
see and hear for myself from Xavier 
students, faculty and staff, the alumni 
whom I have met, members of 
Xavier's Board of Trustees and 
members of the Cincinnati business 
. community_:___ all have very much 
impressed me with their interest and 
enthusiasm for Xavier." · 
Hoff discussed the importance of a 
Jesuit education in today's world. 
"Our goal atXavier_is tO graduate . 
men and women who are intellectu- toward students and I look forward 
ally and spiritually prepared to take to spending time with them." 
their places in the rapidly changing While a member of the theology 
global society .. .I look forward to faculty at Creighton, Hoff empha-
hearing every Xavier graduate say, 'l sized.ethical issues in health care. He 
· have received a superb education at has also served on the board of 
Xavier. :.I could not have received a directors at John Carroll University 
By Kathy Oshel 
The Xavier Newswire 
~tter education anywhere in the .and Creighton Prepatory School. 
world."' In a round-table interview with After three months of detours and 
Amember of the faculty and several university students last week; traffic problems, Dana Avenue will 
administration at Creighton since Hoff emphasized his priorities in open for traffic this weekend. · 
r--::c==='-==---.:::_-----~ working with the entire Xavier Dana Avenue was partially closed 
community. "I am interested in in July because of the BASF explo-
Rev.fames E. Hoff, S.J. 
1976, Hoff has served as president of 
the Creighton Foundation since 1983. 
Under his leadership, Creighton 
inaugurated a $70-million capital 
campaign iri October, 1985, which has 
currently accrued more than $102.5 . 
million for the university. 
When asked if he would devote a 
. great deal of time to the financial 
aspect of his duties as president, Hoff 
replied,"As (ar as the financial affairs 
(atXavier), certainly, they have to be 
handled well. No doubt that will 
take up a good deal of time ... but I 
did not go into education to handle 
finances.· I went into education to 
help provide the best possible 
experiences for students." He focused 
on the importance of financial 
support to secure needed facilities 
and resources to offer the fullest 
capabilities to all members of the 
university community. Hoff also 
discussed his desire to work in the 
continue Xavier's community work, 
and his priorities in working with 
students, citing his previous teaching 
experience. "By nature, I gravitate 
working wi.th you;'' he; explained. sion, which prompted environmental 
"That's part of why-I amhere." concerns, ··.· . .·· . . . . 
H f · · ·. ': · · ·--:····· ''· c· -· .- .....• ,. ,., , , '. , .. :,This Friday~;the street:ddsing'""''";_,,""-'•'"';:. 
. o f.rec71ved a Bachelorof . - . • p~rmit expires, and according to . 
~c1en.ce m .biology and a Ma~ter of. Cha'rles Aull, of the Cincinnati Traffic 
rts m phtlos?phy fro~ Spnn~ Htll Engineering Department, the pem1it 
College! Mobile, Ala., and a Ma~ter has not been renewed. Under city · 
.of ~rts I~ theology.from St. Louts regulations, without this renewal 
Umverst~y, St. Loms,.Mo. He Dana Avenue is required to reopen 
earned hts docto.rate m.theo~ogy Saturday, 
from the Gregonan Umvers1ty, "From the information I have, it 
Rome, Italy. [Dana] should be open this week-
. Hoff suc_c.eeds Rev. Alber_t J. end," Aull explained. 
DiUlio, S.J., who took over the Aull said the permit has not been 
presidency at Marquette University renewed and it is now too late to 
on August 1_5. renew it. 
Alcohol Awareness Week 
Students offered CHOICES - - . 
By Amy Knue 
The Xavier· Newswire 
All through life we have to con-
stantly make choices, and during;Al-
cohol Awareness Week, the goal is to 
explore choices. · 
The theme for the week is 
CHOICES, Choosing Healthy Op-
tions Includes Excitement And 
Success. The purpose of the week is 
to combine alcohol education with a 
fun time. The Alcohol Awareness 
Committe, whi_ch is basically student-
run, hopes to make students more ·· 
aware of what alcohol can do to 
them. The emphasis will be on re-
sponsibility rather than abstinence. 
"The expectation for the week is 
that students will not only have fun, 
but will gain new skills to apply to 
their college experience," sai.d Sophia 
Quallen, member of the Drug and 
Education Committee and Alcohol 
Awareness Week Committee. 
Faculty members of the committee 
include Marianne Duncan, officer of 
Safety and Security,Tom Shick, 
faculty and PRSSA adviser and Lissa 
Knue, counselor at the Health and 
Counseling Center. 
Some of the sponsors of the week 
are Budweiser, Swallens, 'the Cinci-
nati Post, University Relations and 
wvxu. 
Event highlights of the week 
include Wildman Walker, WEBN 
sportscaster, moderating a panel 
discussion on talking to friends about 
alcohol issues; a lecture by David 
Coleman, director of Student Activi-
ties of the University Center, titled 
"How To Get a Date Without Beer 
Goggles;" and a mixoff, featuring 
faculty concoctions. 
,. 
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Newswire policy· sobering 
ByTimCoyne 
The Xavier Newswire 
Advertisements can be 
found almost everywhere. 
They are on billooards, televi-
sion, park benches, radio --
and even inThe Xavier 
Newswire. 
Most companies will try 
about anything in hopes o_f 
attracting consumers, so 
guidelines were set by the 
federal government to 
regulate the conduct of 
anyone who advertises a 
product. Aside from the 
government restrictions, the 
Newswire has established its 
own advertising policy. 
According to:Kent George, 
Newswire advertising man-
ager, the policy was drawn 
up last year by the University 
Publications C~mmittee 
because of controversy 
created by a Budweiser ad. 
The Budweiser ad pie-
ti' Charlie Aull; with the 
Cincinnati Traffic and 
Engineering Department, 
said BASF's permit to close 
Dana A venue expires this 
Friday, Oct. 19, andthe 
permit has not'been re-
newed. · 
ti' September 1990 Sttldent 
Excellence in Leadership 
Award went to Wendy Ann 
Damon, president of Com-
muter Council; · 
ti' Yearbook allocation of 
$1,240 ratified; Racquetball 
allocation of $228 ratified 
ti' The following club's 
budgets were frozen be-
cause they didn't register 
with the Club Committee: 
Athenaeum, OCMEA and 
Philosophy Society. 
ti' The following clubs are 
inactive:. Dance, PANIC, 
Assoc. for Computing 
Machines, Heidelberg, 
Herm Winningham Fan 
Club and Management 
Society. 
ti' The following students 
were ratified to respective 
committees: Neil Binegar to 
the Library Committee, 
DeAsa Nichols and Shelly 
Harris to the Minority 
Student Concerns Commit-
/ tee a11d Sarah P2hc L1 the .. 
I Publications c,-:in-;;n;i ti:·t~. J 
.. - - ·--·-·- --·- - -·· ·-- ---··. :------··---
tured a keg of beer with the . 
caption "We're into heavy 
metal." A series of six ads 
like this were purchased by 
Budweiser as part of a 
national promotion. 
Many people around 
campus accused the Newswire 
of promoting the use and 
abuse of alcohol. Because of 
the controversy, a new ad.ver-
tising policy was created. 
The University Publica-
tions Committee, chaired by 
David Coleman, set out to 
define what could and could 
not be advertised in the 
Newswire. 
The policy states beer and 
other alcohol product adver-
tisements can be printed if 
the advertisements don't 
explicitly or subliminally 
promote excessive drinking 
or underage consumption. 
The ad must also contain a 
note encouraging responsible 
drinking. 
No tobacco advertisements 
will be printed, nor will any 
ad which doesn't promote · 
academic honesty. 
Because of.the policy 
adopted by the News~re, . 
many advertisements have 
been rejected because they 
violated the policy. · 
An advertisement for a. 
volume of term papers was 
recently refused on .the 
account of its conflict with 
the academic honesty policy. 
The John Birch Society also 
wished to purchase an ad the 
Newswire refused to print, 
because of the ad's radical 
political content. 
Advertising regulation is a 
controversial topic because · 
many believe the regulations 
are a method of censorship. 
The federal government; · -·. 
however, fee.Is such guide-
lines are a necessity to protect 
both the con- sumer and the 
advertising media, such as · 
television and radio stations 
.and newspapers. · 
Commuter Assistant Corner 
. . ' . . 
Where ·commuters. 
' ' . ·: . . . . . . . . . ·. . ' 
------'---'.,---'------· .. •;~:Any out~ide locations if the . 
C t ··b·· ··ted' i.::· · : • :weather permits. . · . . . on n u . uy .· :·.. . . ,., . . . .. . . . 
. Commuter $er.vices Of(ke > · ~:Don't forg~tto tcike ad van- · . 
·ca .. ·n·· ,··t· a .. k·. e··,.. • .. o··ra·"·· l<···e· · .... _ .. ~: ·:.:·. ·, .. ·'._.··w.·. - ... : ·· ...
. . ... .. , •·· .. : . ·: .. :·.eta,g~ ofthe.(:in~innati Public 
PREREGISTRATION-: · ·/<· . Witl_l.th~:m.i~t~r,iit~a.S<>n .: Library;IOc:ated~tsoovine 
. . rapidlyappr6a~hjng;-'~any,.>:..,-; .. Street. ::-: .. . · · ·· . · · · 
· . .. · . . .•·· ~::: :.' : _ commuters:wnl no ·doubt be : · (For fofonnation~ call 369~ -
. ·'·' . ·~ .· . : , , for SP;rmg Semester, ~ 9?1 _ . . ,•: <.::; • :'.if\: ;j;< st~dyi~i;;~i\'(9._<}~i~g for.;.a_ ~::;.-:;'.-(6~00/or any·of:the bran~h·; · ·. 
Wednesday, Nov. 14 through Tuesday, N,or ... 20. : place~to stildy::T,~e'Offisfof'. ' 'locations near you.) -
' · , Comllltlter ~fyi~~s tirg~s alJ :/, -~f p~· Jlio_re inf~rmation,. please 
Schedule of Classes: _ commut~rs:to ta~~;adv,a~t~ge· ·'..call the.Office of Commuter 
Booklets will be available in the Registrar's Office, Alter:_· '.· ; -of the many study loca.tiollS',' '; •. '.Services at 745.;.3205~ . . 
129 I beginning Monday I Oct. 29 .. Beginning: ~ov. 2, ' ' '. on campus, induding resi~ ' - ' . 
resident hall students will be m(liled a preregistration ti~e . dents':rooms:~ur~ng visita..: · . · 
card. Students living off campus must pickup their. . < tion hours; TtjeS.e places on .. ~TheOffice of Commuter 
preregistration time cards in the Registrar'sOffke: ..• :. . , campus are open toooth . Se~vices is·spon8oring. ;'Take. 
Students may ~ot preregister before their sehedule times. · . . resident arid commuter . .·-a Break with Father. Bis-
However; students may preregister anytime after thefr - ·- students. :Here is a list · . choff." It is an : 
scheduled time, but before the close of preregistration. . ·.of places ~here .· · informal discus-
Academic Advising: 
Students must meet with their academic advi.sers prior•to 
preregistering. You can find the name of your adviser by· .. 
consulting the bulletin board on the first floor of Alter Hall 
just 'opposite the Registrar's'Office. Advisers and advisees 
are listed according to major and college. In additi9n, all .•· 
new stUdents, fres~man and transfers should attend an · .. 
Academic Forum in preparation for preregistration as 
follows: 
College of Arts and Sciences and College of Social Sci-
ences . 
Monday or Tuesday, Oct. 29 or 30, 2.:30-3:30 p.m. in Kel_~ey 
Auditorium. · 
College of Business Administration: .. 
Wednesday, Nov. 7; 2:30-3:30 p.m. and from 5:30-6:3.0 p,m. 
in the College of Business Administration Building Rooms · 
2 and 4; or Thursday, Nov. 8, 4-5 p.m. in CBA 2. · · 
Concerning Payment: 
Billing statements will be mailed to preregistered students. 
Nov. 30. The required payment with the confim1ation 
card (even if no payment is due) must be received by the 
Bursar no later than Monday, Dec. 17. Preregistration will 
be canceled if payment is not made by Dec. 17. 
commuters'(and · · ·· · , . sion led by one 
· residents) can .. of Xavier's . 
study: - ·· premieresto-
• rytellers, and 
•The Com~ 
muter Lounge, 
· ·1ocated in the 
· will help you 
take your 
:··mindoffof 
' 'basement of the - . midterm worries. 
·. University Center. .. . ._ . .. . It will take place. 
• DownUnder, located across from 3:30-4:30 p.m.,Thurs~ 
the hall from the Commuter· 'day, October 18 in Schott· 
Lounge ... 
•.McDonald Library. 
• The Grill~ located on the 
ground floor of the Univer-
. sity Center. · 
•Lodge Leaming Lab, 
located iri Schmidt Hall. 
• Academic Computing Lab, -
located in CBA. · · 
• Kuhlman Residence Hall 
sixth floor study lounge and 
TV lounge .. ·. 
•Brockman Hall lounges, 
located throughout the 
·'building. 
• P..ller HZ1H lobby 
. Chapel, located on the 
.· ··second floor of Schott 
Residence Hall. Refresh-
. ments will follow immedi-
ately in the Commuter 
Lounge.·· 
~Be sure to stOp by the 
Commuter Table outside the 
Grill on Tuesday, October 24. 
Commuters will be distribut-
ing "I'm Commuter 
Friendly" buttons, which will 
make you eligible for prize 
giveaways during Commuter 
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Jesus seminar ·explores historical- traditions · 
By Deena Calabrese 
The Xavier Newswire 
Scholars from different 
areas of North America are 
gathering at Xavier this 
weekend to discuss the 
authenticity of sayings attrib-
uted to Jesus Christ. 
The seminar began five-
and-a-half years ago and 
meets biennially to have 
critical discussions and 
voting in a scholarly consen-
sus about Jesus traditions. 
"The Jesus Seminar is a 
cooperative effort. Scholars · 
come together and make 
decisions about the authen-
ticity of the Jesus traditions. 
We actually vote," said Dr. 
Arthur J. Dewey, a member 
of the Jesus Seminar and an 
associate professor of theol- believe that these issues 
ogy at Xavier University. should be part of a public 
Dewey has been a member decision" 
of the Jesus Seminar for five According to Dewey, 
years. According to Dewey, another reason for forming 
Robert Funk, an author the Jesus Seminar was in 
writing a book about the response to fundamentalist 
Jesus traditions, realized that views of Jesus. 
all of the new findings in ' "There is no challenge to 
developing the Jesus tradi- TV evangalists and funda-
tion had not been recently mentalists who speak of 
assessed. Funk therefore Jesus. We are responding to 
gathered together a group of these people," said Dewey. 
scholars and formed the Jesus Dewey said the Jesus 
Seminar to consider these Seminar is made up of 
issues. scholars from all over the 
The focus of this year's United States and Canada. 
Seminar will be specific They are mostly Christians, 
material found in th"e gospels but they come from a wide 
of Matthew and Luke in the spectrum of religious de-
New Testament of the Bible. nominations. This offers a 
"None of us believes that variety of opinions about the 
our decisions are the final Jesus traditions. 
word," said Dewey. "We According to David 
,----~---------------------~---1 
: 82nd Airborne : 
Soldiers of Operation : 
Desert. Shield I 
APO ·New York 09656 : 
I 
Carter, a member of the Jesus 
Seminar, the sayings of Jesus 
are rated on a scale by the 
members of the Jesus Semi-
nar. 
This rating scale begins 
with the color "red," the 
rating of highest authenticity, 
going back to historical Jesus, 
The lowest rating is black, 
which means that the saying 
was probably not from Jesus. 
According to Dewey, "It's 
conceivable that the historical 
Jesus said certain things, and 
the sayings themselves 
would be expressive and 
suggestive of the kind of 
speech that Jest"1s would have 
used." 
"The most shocking result 
of the Jesus Seminar may be 
the image of Jesus which is 
emerging," said Dewey. 
CORRECTION 
In the October l 0, 1990 
edition of The Newswire, 
the story "Schott Hall 
renovation plans 
approved," the Newswire 
stated that the renovation 
would be complete by the 
Fall of 1990. However, the 
renovation will not be 
complete till the Fall of 
1991. The Newswire regrets 
any misunderstanding this 
might have caused. 
Dear Xavier Student, 
Join the Xavier · 
. University College . 
Dear 
"·-··,.._ ...... ;.. .. j _'., .. ·" .:.(f .. : 
I 
1.··.: 
Republicans in boo~ting . · 
the morale of .our.troops,: .. 'O"•'~~"· ·· .. overseas·:;· ·Just: · -· .. , ... - · - ·· .,.,, -.. 'l 
I want to personally thank you 
for your courage and dedication. 
Here . at Xavier University, 
Cincinpati, we are very proud of 
your efforts. I hope that you 
accomplish your mission and return 
home -safely . to yo_ur loved ones. I 
support your cause and applaud 
your actions. I pray that this 
will soon end, peacefully. Once 
again, thank you. 
Sincerely, 
p. s. 
l ) Clip this letter out of the 
Newswire.~ 
2) Sign it.~ 
3) Add your own P.S. 
message. 
4) Drop it in one of the 
special XUCR mailboxes 
located in the University 
Center Lobby and in the 
Post Office. 
The College 
Republicans will pay the 
postage to Saudi Arabia. 
The collection will run from 
October l 8throught 
November 8. Thank you. 
, 
L--------------------~---------J 
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450 Years of Service 
Anniversary of 
Jesuits and their 
contributions· 
This year, being the 4SO~h Anniversary of the Society of 
Jesus, it seems appropriate to reflect upon how the Jesuits 
influence each one of us here at Xavier. 
Whether a student, alumnus, faculty, or staff member, the 
Jesuit influence at Xavier is something that touches each one 
of us. As students in the classroom the Jesuits help mold our 
beliefs, opinions and values concerning all of the current 
issues of the day. As alumru, these values are carried with 
us and applied to our lives as we begin careers, marriages, 
and families. 
Faculty and staff members are also influenced by the Jesuit 
presence on campus. They may not have the benefit of being 
exposed to this group of unique men in the class room, but 
outside the classroomthe Jesuit presence is also felt. Whether 
it is through a mass at Bellarmine chapel or a simple smile 
and "hello" when passing on the mall, the Jesuits' joy and 
conviction towards their calling radiates to people around 
them. 
It is this abounding joy and happiness that seems to have the ' 
greatest effect onthe university community. When a prob-
lem arises in our lives this joy seems to transcend all else and 
helps brighten our day as well. the Jesuits' happiness and 
spirit as well as the vigor with which they go about their 
work is a great contribution to Xavier. 
The Jesuits have a definite positive influence on all of the 
people they come into contact with. They execute a joy and 
happiness towards their calling that seems unparalleled in 
any other job occupation. The society of Jesus still seems to 
be going strong after 450 years; let us hope the order will 
continue to flourish for another 450 years so our children · 
will have the same benefit that we have had through our 
contact with them. 
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Earth sandals are fashion faux pas 
PURPLE 
LICORICE 
By Michelle Haveus 
Newswire Columnist 
I'm a pretty versatile sort 
of babe. I can take almost 
any style set upon this 
generation, although I did 
have a problem with the 
revival of wide collars and 
bell bottom pants. Argh!! 
But soon 1 regained my 
composure. 
Later on, I recuperated 
from the Dead duds (tie-
d yes) that left sun spots on 
my eyes and gave me a slight 
migraine with some of the 
tacky designs that even my 
· grandmother wouldn't make 
curtains our of. 
However, I did not find 
crystals to be a hip sort of 
(doo-dad.) At least someone 
found a new purpose for 
rocks. 
But my point is this. I 
have found a style that I 
absolutely can not allow to 
continue. That style is 
(drumroll), EARTH SAN-
DALS AND SOCKS! 
What is the deal people? 
What is the statement you're 
trying to make? Do you just 
want people to see that you 
managed to match your 
socks to you wardrobe? 
Argyles and sandals. Yeah, I 
can see how that can be 
casual wear. Right. 
Even the shoes themselves 
make me want to yak up the 
ever so tasteful cafeteria 
lunch. 
. Your comfortable-you.5ay? 
You're wearing a slab of cow 
on your feet! Why is that so 
comfortable? Personally, I 
prefer my Uncle Vito's'· · 
cement overshoes anyday. 
And then you put socks 
with them. What is the 
purpose? Are you trying to 
make them look pretty? 
Wrong-o-honey! That's like 
putting Rosanne Barr in 
spandex and calling her Miss 
Universe. Not a pretty . 
thought, is it? 
So please, I'm asking here, 
lose the look altogether or at 
least put the socks over the 
sandals. Leave the funky 
footwear to Moses. After all, 
could you see him wearing 
. wing-tips with his toga? 
Letters to the Editor 
RA rebukes propsed alcohol policy 
The alcohol policy at 
Xavier was not just thought 
up one day by Residence Life 
to make students lives 
miserable. The policy exists 
because Ohio State law 
mandates no one under 21 
may purchase, attempt to 
purchase, sell or consume 
alcohol. Just because we are 
a university does not give us 
a right to throw out state 
laws. Therefore, it is not 
"OK" to allow underage 
social drinking in the Resi-
dence Halls. 
It seems to me that some-
one was violating university 
policy and got caught. 
Instead of coming to terms 
with the fact he made the 
choice to break the alcohol 
policy and accepting the 
responsibility for his own 
actions, he decided to pub-
licly bad mouth Resident 
Assistants (RAs). Being on 
RA, 1 take offense to that. 
The men on my wing very 
clearly understand my 
position on the alcohol 
policy. They assume respon-
sibility for their actions arid 
know that if they choose to 
violate any policy there are 
definite consequences that 
may·result from their actions. 
On the other hand, RAs 
don't stay up all night 
plotting how they may catch 
underage students drinking 
in their rooms. They don't 
put their ears.up to every 
door on rounds to catch the 
bounce of a quarter or crack 
of a beer can nor do they take 
a police dog around to sniff 
our alcohol. Usually stu-
dents who are partying will 
do something so obvious that' 
they make themselves get 
caught. Also, when a trash 
· can is overflowing with beer 
cans there is no need. to 
"rummage" through it. 
Although RAs enforce 
policies, for it is a part of the 
job, they spend much more 
time working on effective 
programming about alcohol 
awareness. Obviously 
someone does not attend 
many Residence Life pro-
grams either. These pro-
grams don't tell students not 
to drink. Instead they teach 
the effects of alcohol to the 
mind, spirit and body. For 
example, there has already 
been a program where two 
recovering alcoholics came in . 
and talked to students. They 
didn't tell students not to 
drink. They simply, but quite 
bluntly, showed what alcohol 
did to their lives. 
In order for stuaents to be. 
adults they must realize' that 
in life there are sometimes 
rules or laws which, although 
they_ don't like them, they 
must accept them. Xavier's 
alcohol policy is one of them. 
Xavier's alcohol poured out 
rather than being arrested by 
Cincinnati police for drinking 
anywhere else. Being an 
adult means being respon-
sible for your own actions 
and accepting any conse-
quences. To be treated as an 
· adult start acting like one. 
Bob Genereau 
Senior 
Resident Assistant in 
Kuhlman Residence Hall 
The Xavier Newswire 
will gladly accept. "Letters 
to the Editor" and submis-
sions for Guest Columnists. 
For more information please 
contact Michael C. DeAloia 
·at 745-3651 or 745-3130. 
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Students need to take a position on a sensitive issue 
'Communication breakdown,' or 'What's up with Schott Hall?' 
By Jeff Miller 
Senator 
...... 1,_ 
it's right! As an aside, isn't it 
somehow insulting that this 
decision was being made 
without the participation of 
any students? This decision, 
as many others in my three 
years at Xavier, was not 
made in the best interests of 
d k h h the most important people on 
es sin t e allways. What this campus: the people who 
are we supposed to do? 1 Give professors are who are u timately pay the bills, the 
students! There is just no 
Thank you, Led Zeppeli·n. in their offices a maximum of . f k 
h f impetus or eeping these Thank You i:0 r so accurately t ree or ours hours a week d . . . h k f I' a mm1strators m c ec , or 
describing the situation· of their own office?. What a k" h 
f . rna mg t em communicate communication between the waste 0 space! h · J d b · t err p ans an am it1ons to 
Administration and Faculty Okay, that's the situation. the students, as they divvy 
of Xavier University and the · Is this the first time you've up the campus into their own 
Students of Xavier Univer- heard about it? If it is, that's private dominions, a trend 
· sity. What is up? If you no sur.prise. (If it isn't, you're which is just going to kill 
haven't a clue, this is what's probably a Senator.) The Xavier University if it is 
in effect: . Vice-Presidents, Doctors allowed to continue. 
The Xavier University Hirte, Connell and Chertok, So now you ask, what is 
Board of Trustees; bowing ·sneaked around the student Student Government going to 
into the wills of three of our population's back and do? This first thing is to 
University's Vice-Presidents, connived the Board of galvanize student support for 
had decided to convert Schott Trustees into approving this the conversion of Schott Hall 
Hall, the current home of the ludicrous scheme with B.S to residence space. At this 
University's Jesuit popula- arguments about how office point, one may say, "we 
tion, into a sprawling office space would attract quality don't need more Residence 
complex, after the Jesuits faculty, as if those who Hall space," to which 1 would 
complete their move into the currently teach here are reply, "Take a look at the 
Linkshire Apartment com- somehow substandard. Brockman triples, take a look 
plex ... Eight or sosto_riesQC , .... _)jone~tly,.whatthe hell do · '· atthe Residence Life.waiting·.· 
plush, expansive office space, . we need with yet more office list for dormitory space, and 
to alleviate the obvious space on this overofficed wonder where all the st11-
overcrowding the faculty campus? Just because our dents currently housed in 
currently suffers. Say what? Vice-Presidents think we Marion Hall. will live if and 
I'm sorry, I have yet to see have a need to be a 90% office when (most likely when) 
any faculty member with space campus doesn't mean Mario11 Hall is sold." The 
next reply would be that it is 
statistically evident that there 
is a decline in college enroll-
ments nationwide, and why 
should Xavier prepare a 
dormitory, if it will be empty 
soon anyway? Is this the 
same Xavier University who, 
for the second year in a row 
had to close its application 
acceptance period early? I 
think Xavier is an exception 
to the statistical norm, and 
there is little evidence that 
Xavier enrollments will 
substantially decrease. 
Finally, one may say, isn't 
Schott Hall more viable as an 
office complex anyway? No. 
Schott Hall, for the most part, 
has been the home of the 
Jesuits. The rooms are 
spacious, and contain their 
own bathrooms (with show-
ers, and what office needs a 
shower?!); there would be 
little conversion cost (the 
University plans to spend at 
least $1.5 million dollars on 
conversion to office space); 
and one must realize that 
with residents, one is discuss-
ing additional housing and 
tuition revenues froin 
students who would not, or 
more likely could not live on 
campus before! What 
revenue, aside from alumni 
fund drive, would be gener-
ated from an office complex? 
None. 
Schott Hall. would not 
necessarily have to be solely 
a Residence Hall. The 
University's Relations 
Division could maintain their 
office stronghold, and ensure 
its security by installing 
lockout keys in the elevator, 
and locking off those levels 
from student access. Frankly, 
there is little question that the 
board has been convinced 
into making a mistake with 
this valuable University 
facility, and Student Govern-
ment is getting off its hind-
quarters to correct the 
situation. However, Student 
Government cannot go this 
one alone; this battle is all 
uphill, but victory would 
achieve such great benefit for 
Xavier. Granted, it is a 
situation which could make 
every involved student pull 
their hair out and scream like 
Robert Plant does in the 
beginning of the "Immigrant 
Song," but through persever-
ance and dedication, we can 
make Schott Hall the bench-
mark as far as impro:ving .. ~ 
student-administrator 
communications, and the 
acting of the will of students 
over the desires of University 
employees who, more often 
than not, would like to see us· 
"Trampled Under Foot." 
·Being a ·student-athlete at Xavier University 
-
·-
By Matt Alander 
Newswire Columnist 
I guess I'm lucky beeause I 
can give you (the faithful 
Newswire follower), an 
insight into the unique 
perspective of the freshmen· 
student athlete. It's unique 
not only because we have to 
change our high schoolish 
ways academically (like the 
typical frosh) but also 
athletically, which is not as 
easy as it seems. At times, it 
feels as though we're compet-
ing against teams where a 
majority of their athletes 
made All-City, All-State, etc., 
status. Very rarely have we 
competed every week against 
such intense competition in 
our high school glory days. 
The freshmen are also seen as 
a replenishing source of the 
talent that was lost to either 
graduation or transfering 
students. This source is 
extremely important in 
building athletic traditions, 
traditions that will give 
Xavier University more well-
deserved attention. 
As freshmen student 
athletes, the school has put 
some pressure on us to 
uphold Xavier's academic, 
athletic, and all-around good 
reputation. The study tables 
that freshmen student 
athletes are expected to 
attend from 6:30 to 8:30 p~m., 
Sunday through Thursday 
exemplify this policy. An-
other academic edge that we 
may receive if we wish is a 
study skills class that meets 
on Sundays from 6:30 to 7:30 
p.m. hosted by Sister Rose 
Ann Fleming. On Monday 
nights from Sept. 10th to Oct. 
8th, the freshmen joined their 
junior teammates for en-
thralling two hour lectures 
on the problems erupting 
from drug use an abuse. 
These drugs not only include 
steroids (which are closely 
associated with athletics), but 
narcotics, alcohol, and 
tobacco. These talks are 
reinforced by an NCAA drug 
testing program for all 
intercollegiate athletes. 
Athletes can not only be 
tested during their season by 
also in the off season, and 
these tests pick up anything 
from alcohol to stanozolol 
(anabolic steroids). Even the 
athletes over 21 are not 
permitted to drink alcohol 
during their season. If 
athletes test positive for 
drug/alcohol use, they arc 
forbidden to compete in any 
intercollegiate competition 
from one year after the date 
of the test. All of these pro-
grams are designed to give us 
the most well-rounde9 
education we can possibly 
receive from Xavier while 
still maintaining it's some-
what honorable reputation. 
These programs have 
great intentions, but their 
sometimes inconvienent 
timi.ng may cause a greater 
problem than a greater 
solution. This is part of the 
price we must pay for the 
free coaching, free clothes 
(some of which are only 
loaners), free travel, and a 
chance to build on what we 
have begun in high school. 
The other part we have to 
pay is in the currency of 
blood, sweat, and pain. The 
"prices" are a steal for what 
we are receiving, and we all 
really enjoy playing our 
sport. 
In reference to cross-
training, Robert Plant says, 
"You were pumping iron as I 
was pumping irony." The 
quest goes on. 
WIT OF THE WEEK 
A billion seconds ago, Harry S Truman was 
president. A billion minutes ago was just after 
the time of Jesus. A billion hours ago, humans 
had not yet the Earth. A billion dollars ago 
was late yesterday at the U.S. treasury. 
Henry Cate III 
Xerox Corp. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 
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Xavier aiming 
for NCAA berth 
By David Stubenrauch 
The Xavier Newswire 
When you are 12-1-1 for the season, ranked 21 in the 
nation and on the verge of a trip to the NCAA Champion-
ship, a pinch to test the reality of it all doesn't hurt. The 
Xavier women's soccer team has questioned whether this 
year has been a mirage or the real thing. "It doesn't hurt 
to dream," said co-captain Julie Pater on their chances to 
making the NCAA tournament. 
It seems the tournament bid is inevitable, and this 
squad is ready to make a name for Xavier soccer. 
This past weekend, the Lady Muskies took two games 
from Canisius (5-0) and Niagara (2-0). Both shutouts were 
collected by sophomore goalie Kelcey Ervick, who Pater 
called, "one of the top keepers in the country." 
Helping keep the shots on goal to a minimum is the 
"Fabulous Four." This group, consisting of senior Terri 
Ross, sophomore Sue Vogel, freshman Debi Sunderhaus 
and freshman Jenny Veid, is new to Xavier this year. Ross 
and Vogel are both transfers from the University of 
Cincinnati. Pater noted these four, "are the main reason 
we weren't losing." 
Pater is also ready to get her golden shot back into form. 
The Fort Knox native is coming back from an injury and 
should be ready to return against Wright State in the final 
regular season game October 24. 
Xavier will then play in the MCC Invitational which 
includes Marquette, Notre Dame and Dayton. The Uni-
versity of Dayton is the lone tie on the Musketeers record. 
Pater hopes for a rematch. 
"Our attitude this year has been 'Just believe in our-
selves and do it.' We feel we've done that so far and can 
continue it," said Pater. 
Although nothing is guaranteed until Oct. 29 when the 
invitations to the NCAA Championship are sent, it seems 
a post-season game for the Lady Muskies is within reach. 
Cyclones are 
ready to whirl 
So what is hockey any-
way? When most people 
think of hockey they envision 
blood and teeth on the ice 
because of fights that com-
monly break out. 
What most people fail to 
recognize is that, behind all 
the tempers and hostility is 
an enjoyable sport. 
In another week, the 
people of Cincinnati will 
catch their first glance of 
professional hockey since the 
late '70s when the Cincinnati 
Stingers took the ice at 
Riverfront Coliseum. 
The Cincinnati Cyclones of 
the faist Coast Hockey 
League have opened training 
camp and will be ready to 
take on the Roanoke Valley 
Rebels Oct. 26 at the Cincin-
nati Gardens. 
Coach Dennis Desrosiers 
and trainer Todd Harrison 
will be developing a young 
group of players who have 
arrived via different associa-
tions: the International 
Hockey League and ftlmeri-
can Hockey League. 
The franchise is currently 
an affiliate of both the 
Calgary Flames and Winne-
peg Jets of the National 
Hockey League. "This 
arrangement can only 
strengthen the team's com-
petitive status and position in 
the league, and in the proc-
ess, heighten the prospects of 
success in 1990-91," said 
Terry Ficorrelli, Cyclones 
Director of Communications 
and Broadcasting. 
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Teaming to earn a city some respect 
By Lena Ina 
The Xaveir Newswire 
Is it possible for a bar in 
Norwood and a Xavier intra-
mural flag football team to 
have something in common? 
It is if it's the Norwood Billy 
Jacks. 
The team derived its 
name from a local establish-
ment to which juniors Kevin 
Toops and Scott Henderson 
delivered pizzas over the 
summer. "We're really 
proud of Norwood, and feel 
that it deserves to be recog-
nized as a true American 
city," said Toops, who 
captains the team. 
"We think that Norwood 
doesn't get enough respect 
from Xavier students," 
added Henderson. 
balance of talent," said junior 
Pat Vaughn. "We're all just 
looking for a fun break from 
academic life and .to main-
tain fitness." 
Senior Charlie Bradley 
added, "It's a great way to let 
out pent up energy and have 
fun playing at the same 
time." 
It's not unsuaI for players 
to perform at more than one 
position, but this team goes 
to the extreme where pos-
tions are switched on a 
regular basis, "Except for the 
quarterback job, which Pat 
[McBride) has secured, 
switching around seems to 
be working," said Hender-
son. SOCCER 
Internat'I Connection 3-0-0 
AC Milan 2-0-1 
Ball Busters 1-0-1 
A Soccer Team 1-1-1 
Tattoo's 1-1-0 
Xavier students participate in intramural soccer. 
FRIDAY SOFTBALL 
TUESDAY FLAG FOOTBALL 
MEN Fightin' Amish 2-0 
Joe 2-0 
Vapors 2-0 Food Source 1-1 
Ceramics by Louise 1-0 Big Ed Machine 0-1 
Team Ganja 1-0 Jerry's Kids 0-1 
Children of Thalidomide 1-0 Country Joe & the Fish 0-2 
One Man Short 0-1 
The decision to form a 
team was made over the 
summer. Toops and Hen-
derson, who live in the 
Xavier Village, met other 
Village residents who were 
just as interested in creating 
a team. "We met our neigh-
bors, who were previously 
unfamiliar to us. Although 
there was apprehension at 
first because a few of us had 
never played the game 
before, we found that we 
were all interested in 
forming the team, ," said 
Toops. 
Although they lost their 
first game to Team Ganja, 
who came back in the second 
half to win 21-14, the 
Norwood Billy Jacks have 
been practicing to earn their 
first victory. "There has been 
noticeable improvement in 
team play since we started 
practicing. We're prepared 
to win future games," said 
Bradley. 
Inter Milan 1-2-0 Norwood Billy Jacks 0-1 WEDNESDAY SOFTBALL 
XR's 1-2-0 Jtatlian Sausage w /Onions 0-1 
Hank Lives 0-2-1 Live from Baghdad 0-2 U.R.Smega 
MFP 0-2-0 Sussats 
Blue Balls 
Wcidemann's 
Even though tempers flare 
at games for all the teams in 
the league, "it's all in good 
fun," said Toops. 
THURSDAY FLAG WOMEN 
Brockman Babes 2-0 Indy Maddogs 
The team consists of 10 
juniors and one senior. 
"Our team has a good 
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL 
Celmic Sia 5-1 
Athletic Supporters 4-2 
Bill's Team 3-3 
6th Floor Spikiers 0-6 
FOOTBALL 




















Ba Ba Kids 1-0 Suicidal Skanks 
36Ds 0-1 Dry Heaves 






Can Do Crew 
3~3 Penguin Lust 
Sand Diggers 
0-6 Slammers 
Fatties Still Lookin 
Grand Slammers 
DOMINO'S PIZZA CALENDAR OF SAVINGS 
Domino's Pizza offers savings every day of the week! 
3915 Montgomery Road 
396·7400 
11:00 a.m.·2:00 a.m. Sun.· Thurs. 
11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat. 
•• ITS TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA: 
Xavier University "No Coupon" Specials! 
Monday 'lllHda W.dneaday Thur1day Friday Saturday Sunday 
AUG. 27 AUG. 28 AUG. 29 AUG. 30 AUG. 31 SEPT. 1 SEPT. 2 
- INCREDIBLE LARGE PIUA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -
SEPT. 3 SEPT. 4 SEPT. 5 SEPT. 6 SEPT. 7 SEPT. 8 SEPT. 9 
- INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -
SEPT. 10 SEPT. 11 SEPT. 12 SEPT. 13 SEPT. 14 SEPT. 15 SEPT. 16 
- INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -
SEPT. 17 SEPT. 18 SEPT. 19 SEPT. 20 SEPT. 21 SEPT. 22 SEPT. 23 
- NIFTY sa.5014" CHEESE PIZZA 1 TDPPllG-2 LITER BOTTLE OF COKE -
"'· ·"~ nl'\,...,", .. 'r Di77~ Inf"' nm drivers carrv less than S2G.00. Limited delivery area to ensure driver safety. 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
SEPT. 24 SEPT. 25 SEPT. 26 SEPT. 27 SEPT. 28 SEPT. 29 SEPT. 30 
LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING s5,95 
CALL US ABOUT WACKY WEEK OFFERS 
OCT. 1 OCT. 2 OCT. 3 OCT. 4 OCT. 5 OCT. 6 OCT. 7 
TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA 
OCT. 8 OCT. 9 OCT. 10 OCT. 11 OCT. 12 OCT. 13 OCT. 14 
LARGE PIZZA WITH 1TOPPING 55.95 
OCT. 15 OCT. 16 OCT. 17 OCT. '8 OCT. 19 OCT. 20 OCT. 21 
TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA 
OCT. 22 OCT. 23 OCT. 24 OCT. 25 OCT. 26 OCT. 27 OCT. 28 
LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING 55.95 
OCT.29 OCT. 30 OCT. 31 NOV.1 NOV. 2 NOV. 3 NOV.4 
- INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -
NOV.5 NOV. 7 NOV. 8 NOV. 9 NOV. 10 NOV. 11 
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Conference expecting additional growth. . . . · .. iXtU4i ~· 
Miami Hurricanes added· to ·Big. ·East 
· · . ·By David Stubenrauch 
Where does the Big East 
Conference go from here? 
Like a gorilla looking for a 
seat in a movie theater, the 
answer is: "Anywhere it 
wants to." 
The University of Miami's 
decision to join the Big East 
turns an already strong 
basketball league into the 
driving force behind contin~ · 
ued college football realign- . 
ment ·· . 
Bagging the Hurricanes, 
national champs' three times .. 
in the·lastsevenyears,could · 
produce the long-'awaited 
Eastern football .leaglle. It 
could produce a prec:edent-
setting allianee with the · .. 
Atlantic Coast Coriference or 
the Southwest Conference. It 
could even net an Orange 
Bowl affiliation. · 
"The optionS are exci t-
ing," Big ·East commissioner 
Mike Tranghese said. 
"Cleanse your mind of 
everything that's gone 
before," St. John's athletic· 
directorJack Kaiser said. 
·The new partners wasted 
' no time flexing new muscles 
after Miami's Board of 
Tl)lstees voted unanimously 
to become the 10th Big East 
school. Florida State, the ACC is 
"No one will dictate to us," happy with its nine-team 
Tranghese said. "In time, our football league: All the teams 
football arrangement will put can play each other and have 
us in the same type of posi- room for. three non~onfer-
tion we are in basketball." ence games. Florida State, for 
In other words ... rich, example, wants to continue 
talented, well televised. playing Florida, Miami and· 
The most likely scenario is Auburn. . 
a fairly quick move to add· .. Oil .the other hand, the. 
Wes~ Virginia, Temple, . . clase'relationship between · 
Rutgers or Virgnia Tech to · · the tw~:leaglie5 - as shown 
·.Miami, PittSburgh, Syracuse ·. , by}~fACC/Big East Chal-
and Boston College for a Big·: le~ge in basketball - makes 
East footba)Jleague. . . ·anything.possible. 
.· . M,~ny already play_ each .. ·~ · ' 'Having justlost Arkansas, 
other, so that would be the · . · t~e Southwest Conference is 
simplest move; .· ... ·.· ... · · · .. < ,··morecle5peratefora TV-, 
One quickpayoffrould be driveri alliance with the Big 
affilia.tion-with thefe~eral .. ··•· . Eight or:Big Ea!;t. That's why , 
Express Orange Bowl, Whose .. ·the SWC contacted the Big ·. 
officials concedelhe recent< East; not vice-versa; It also is 
alignment of indepependents stiidying an alliance with the 
has made them nervous abciut Big Eight; · · 
future opponents for the Big The ~WC idea is for each . 
Eight champion::'[her~ have of its teams to play two Big 
been reports- denied by . · East or Big Eight teams: That 
officials - that .the Orange would give the four Big East · 
.Bowl intends to follow teams four games each year. 
Miami's lead. with SWC schools. The SWC 
What Kaiser calls a "con:. also is interested in a basket-
. sortium" with the ACC - baH series"-- like the Big 
interleague,play, TY and , :·.East/ ACC C:haHenge -with · 
bowl packages ,.- is less,. ·:anynewpartner. 
likely. . The problem: geography. 
Having just ad.rnitted Do Syracuse fans, f9r ex-
ample, really want to see · The Xavier Newswire 
games with Houston, Rice Date: Monday, October. 
and Baylor? · 
Wh. t h I k 15, 1990. Time: 12:0la.m. ·.·· a ever appens, 00 Ev. e.nt: "Midnig· h.fM. ad'.' 
for. it to happen soo.n .. ness." "When you have a nice 
h d · · The moment rang oti t 
. an 'patience is a great · w. ith the chim.i.ng ca.the. '.' 
virtue,"· Tranghese said; 
· But when it romes to drals .. College basketball; 
timing, Miami may be calling 1990-91 had begun. · . . 
the shots. It's reasonable to · ·The "madness"wentall ·· 
. assume Miami officials made over ~e·cou~try~from •.. 0 
quick action a condition of Rupp :J\rena in Le>eington, · .. : · 
· · · th s· ·E t. · upl-,71toSt.J.ohn'sArena·· JOirung e 1g as... : . . · C .. 
1
. · b. . .... 1 .~ ·. . . ''We ~ill start working on in 0 um us, across -:1.0 to: . 
this immediately," Mi~mi .. · · t)D_j\i'en&l iri Dayto~)~r\(f::: : 
athletic director ScimJankov- down 1.:.71 to the Sh~ ;i··; · . 
ich said; He said Miami·.·. · . maker Center in CinCin.:..', . . 
would play a ·~'l:Jig role in. nati.· It everi tj\ade .ii pit .. 
where we go from here."·.. stop at Schrilid.t Fie.Id;. :· 
He al5o said~he has written house~ home of the Mus-
to-Syi-acuse,Pittsburgh and . keteers. ··:' ; . . ·: . ·. ·. ·. · 
Boston College, asking them ·· On this magicalnig~t~ 
to initiate annual scheduling. . there.are no speedlimits, 
"as soon as possible." . . · j1JSt high flying slam dunks: 
The Hurricanes, coiriciden- and 20 foot shots that find 
. tally, play aU'three teams this . only the nef: The Xavier 
fall, in November. . . . · · women's basketball team 
As Trarighese admitted, had a lightly publi~ized ·. 
the Big East needed Miami. practice last Monday.night, 
. "Our future was at stake," as Coach Mark Ehlen took 
he said, meaning the threat . his squad through a one 
h hour workout on the new 
t at another league would Fieldhouse floor... . 
lure Pittsburgh, Syracuse or 
Boston College away from Why weren't the "Sweet 
the Big East. · · Sixteenfl Muskies catching 
Whatever happens,, the madness? "It's a waste 
Miami.and the Big East are of a practice," said Univer-
bigwinners: · · sity of Evansville transfer 




. found a better way to con- can't get anything done at 
•. tinite the resurrection of its them." . 
· · · · · "It's good.for the fans,"· 
. Cond uctirtg Teleph~ne'Opirtion Sttrtreys.At 
Matrixx Marketing Research. · 
The Newes~; Most M:odem A11d ConvenienfMarketing 
· )lesearch FacilityltfCin~initatt. · 
IMPORTANTADVANTAGES · .. 
Starting pa.y $6.00 ·an hou'r. (e~erii~g shift), oppor~nity fOr ad~ancemerit. 
Learn a valuable skill; no sale5 involved. ., . · ·•· · . .. . ·· ·. . .. · · 
basketbaH program. 
· . D()rmant froin 19?0~71 to said senior co-captain, r 
1985-86;Miami basketball ... · . Mich.ael·Dayenport, "but 
has had two winning seasons . . I'd rather.have the first day 
in its last four> A weak, _ of practice the day after." 
schedule deriiedtheHtirri- So die-hard Musketeer. 
cariesa tournament berth fans waited until that 
despite a 19:12 record two . aftel'noontoseea.much 
year~,ago,bu't that wm' . . . ·larger,, but y()ung~J'group 
~hange:Jn theJJig:East, 19'."12 to take the floor. .• .. , · 
guarantees an invitation from . : "lt's,goil\g'to take a · > . · 
theNCAA> .•.. , · .. · while.tobe~g~team," . 
. . , ,;;; ·: :!fhe~Big'~astcouldn'thave .· ·• said.coa~h·J_>~~·.cmen~ ·. · . 
· · · · ·, . L found 'i!: better answer to· its . "It's toughJq l>e a [.ar:nbor.;. FLExIBLE HCJURS· •· . . . · · .·. 
·Day ~r evening shift~;· weekday of·:Weekend hours. . . 
Workfroin15 to 40 houi"S, per week(paichraiiling) .. 
\: ,,, , : '"'·'..· foo_· · ... _t.b .. a. l .. (p'·_.·.ro ... ' ble.m'and.· . •_la.·,n:d .. s .. · . g}\ini inNoveD\ber/' .•. : << · 
'.' the nation's 14th largest ... ·· '. . Orie woula tliinkithafr . 
. :. . - ·:r,"· -... . , ·. 
GREAT LOCATION . 
In Ken~ood -M~ntS,o~Jry Road Exit (#12) at Interstate- 71. 
Subu,rban area, }".et le~s than 15 mi~utes fro~ downtown.'. 
OUTSTANDING WORK ENVIRONMENT' 
Employee lounge I kitchen facilities. 
Spacious office complex, .free parking, ·24::-hour security. 
CONTACT:· 
To set up an interview, call Telephone · 
Survey Center at (513) 984-2470; 




- ·.~· Kenwood To~ers;Suite625 
. 8044 Mo.ntgomeryRoad . 
Cincinnati~ Ohio 45236 • ·. 
(513) 984-2470 
. media inarket ... ' . ; : ' this year's 5quad is,ridinga 
Each team's.revenue split wave set.by last.se.as0n's· •···· 
- 1 O ways instead of nine - .·"Thinking Bigl/. team; '· · · · · 
initially ~i~I d~op sligh:tly, Gillen thirikSdifferent. 
b~t once (ootball money . · ;,We:don't talkabouf[Jast 
starts rolling inand Miami •·· year),''said,the si~thyear 
.falls begin flocking to their' C()ac~.,7We can't live on . 
new arena to see.Geor.; memories.". . . · ·· 
getowri, Syracu~ and St. Gillen ga·ve hisreas0n"' 
· • John's, the rich will get ing behind not holding 
richer. · · . ·· "midnight madness" at · 
. . And that's the (now) Xavier with.one of his · 
Bigger East Conference. fa~ousquips. · · .. 
·"We don' tneed fanfare, 
By BILLVARNER .. · Led ZeppelinS. or the .. 
©Copyright 1990, USA · Goodyear blimp;" said 
TODAY /Apple College Gillen, "we have madness 
-----------------------------------'. Information Network . everyday here.'~ 
• 
• 















•' "·f . 
• < .. ,,· 
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111111 Wt Pllnt? 
Nicolas de Swel /ti America Is the first 
North Aincrlean exhibition In twenty-nve 
years to feature the works or this French 
modern. master . .The 75 paintings, draw· .• : .. · 
lngs and collages. range rrom an early . · 
• .. • • .. • 
f 
/' . ' .. , ',,. 
-~·~·~ 
Museum admission. However. a very spe-
cial dance perrorinance ls Included that 
docs require tickets. The Internationally 
known Nani Devi, who travels and · 
performs extensively as an official '· 
• .. • 
. .................. ,. ................. , ......•................... "' ........... . 
~ Haw Slllll WI Gnllr Dine• TickllS? ~ 
· ~ fl/lout this ordcrform mu/ send wllf1 ~ · 
$ a sUJmpcd. self-addressed c11vclopc to: £ 
' $ l'ubllc Scn'iCC Offlce, Cincinnati Art ~ · 
$ Museum. Bden .Park. Cincinnati, Ohio ~ 
. ~ 45202-1596. . .. . . ~ . 
~ Orders lllfed· "llrst come. nrst selVed" : . 
• ( since seating Is limited to .425. ' · ! , .. 
~ Please send me --· llckets at $6 per . . f 
abstraction ofl,94;J to. a' view from the ai', :, 
'Ust's window tn Al!llbes painted In 1955>. ~·· 
one or his last· efforts; Nicolas de Stae/ln" · , " 
. representative or the .Indonesian · . 
government; Wiii present a program of, 
tradltloiial·daiice rrom the Island Dr Ball. 
Use the coupoo In this ad to order dance 
·tickets. Wednesday, October 31st at 7pm 
· , In tlie Museum's auditorium. . · · . . • Amer/ca was 0r(canized by The .Phllllps '.. · <:o11ecuon In Washington: D.C .. ·wliere I(' : · 
•.was nrst shown, and lneliides a number of.··.. : lrl'I 11111'1. ftls 1111 ..... · . 
. £ llckelfor Museum members, senior $ . 
~ clllt.ens .. studilnts. children under 18. ~ 
. . i Please send me-·-·llckets at $9 per £ . 
.. 
·.works lent by Cine .. 1n.· natl collecto. rs .. This ts· . Hou· · Tu. · Th · ·.· Fri Sat 10 ·-. . . . .. rs: es.;. urs.. ., . am-opm: 
' the only other opportunity to experience:, Wed. IOam-9prR; Suri. 12-5pm. ··... · · 
this exhibition or a.most remarkable artist. : " Admlssloo:.Adulls 53; College Students S2: 
· October 17th tlif(Xlgh December 30th~ : . . · Seniors $1.50: Free to children under age 
............ ? . 
· 18: Free 10 everyone on.Saturdays: Free 
to members at all times. 721-5204 · 
· ~ Ucketiorrheifcneralpub/lc.. ~ 
• ~ I tiav~ ~nclosed $ · . (check made i . 
$ payable ti> the Cincinnati Art Mu'scum) · . £ : . ,: . . ' ' . -~ : -~ . .. : ~ . 
·Art of ltidones/a IS a rare opportunity lo ... 
experience (he art and cultural traditions · 
or a land made up or over 13,000 Islands 
and 350 ethnic groups; In addlllon:to the 
textiles and jewelry on display, we have 
scheduled ''An Evening In Indonesia" -
tours. music, dance and· refreshments- · 
for Wednesday. October 31st. IL ls open to·. 
the public with no charge beyond regular 
I~.~ l 
. ArlQin .... MC,.,_Dftll.1,.> : I=~· L ! ~· .· . :- . useum; .. £ ll;o)tl ... phol1e $ • 
Art's.Fun· Art's Smart ·'Art's .iteri · . L .......................................................... ;~~ ... J . 
f/11f1/1' 1/1/1 if, \f! \/11-.11/Jll f \j1/1 ,._,' \jif•I• •Ir 11•/I /, 11//f IJ1 /r1/11/ \J,,11////\ /'1t/J11 I 
Rendlgs, Fry, Kiely & Dennis 
111./ 1" 111.1 11. '"'" 1 ' _ r !,,, ,.." 1111u.1 
Merrill Lynch Capital Markets 
. l '. '.. . . '. · .. ,•' ',. •.··• 
tilu shall recei1·e '"·o 1rneral admissions tor the /lf'lce of Ole it1111 lllls ad. 'lrlls o«er sll11/I tAplre fklaber 31st • 
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Editorial perspe,cth1e§ .. ii,Al~uiiiiJtingCjne~··'lias 
-- -· . ,. ' .. ~.···:':t,;~.:~~i.~::·:_·:::.·:~-~- .·_.>~,.;,-· -· -· - ,:·. ·,· ·: --'·--~- ··. - ' 
Sweetest Day is upon us, the 
prelude to Valentine's Day, and 
as the holiday o'lovers ap-
proaches, it is time lo learn the 
in' sand out's of getting a date. 
For your enjoyment and 
assistance, below are some 
pointers for both women and 
men on the art of dating. 
By Molly A. Donellon 
The Xavier Newswire 
I hate men who fall in love 
at the drop of a hat. After 
years of "clubbing", I have 
come across many a gent 
who simply do not under-
stand the female perspective. 
To you gentlemen who fall 
into this category, it's time 
for a lesson in love. 
My suggestion is, have 
some confidence in yourself. 
This is shown in many ways: 
care about your appearance, 
pay attention to the things 
you say and make every 
move as if you're being · 
watched. 
Your appearance: Face it 
guys, you all drool after the 
model types like Cindy 
Crawford, who hang upon 
your walls in wet swimsuits. 
You are not going to attract 
such mates in torn shoes and 
stained shirts. Exhibit A: the 
iron. Make sure your clothes 
are clean and pressed, even if 
you are wearing a button 
down with denims. This 
crisp look never fails.· Al-
ways wear a belt as this 
creates the perfect silhouette, 
(arid quite simply, you'll look 
frumpy without it.) Exhibit 
B: makeup. Yes, men can 
wear it. For those with 
blotchy complexions, apply 
some powder to your face. 
This takes away the greasy 
look. Besides, a guy with · 
foundation on says to me that 
he's confident with his mas-
culinity. 
Hair is another important 
factor. With a ''.Big Boy'' do, 
you'll not get a second look 
. and short spiked hair with 
long strands in the back 
stretched to a ponytail 
doesn't work either. Don't be 
afraid of your hair. Long and 
messy looks good if you've 
got beautiful hair (show it off 
_ .. ;-~ .··· --. · .
• • • • • t··1<f,*<• ••••..• • . ... • ... ' ... · ... · t 
• ' • :. 
. -·-· ., 
• • • • • ·, .• 
• • - the girls will pe jealous)! watching you. Henceforth~. . men and the remote possibil~ ·. 
Otherwise, ex~riment with scratching and picking,· if you ity of the existence of Cupid .. 
gels and hairspray, leaving know what I inean, should be .·One is beyond: bewilder- ... 
your hair long enough to. ·reserved for your ten~year an- .· ment. wh~n physks, a, keen . . . 
Lancbm~ or M~x Factor. I 
dcin'tunderstandthe differ.., 
ence ~o,r does it gain my 
attention. However, if you. 
were,tp pi:ance aro.und in a 
blackgarter~lt,rriyundi~ · 
videdattention is yours. 
Another attribute that men 
simply adore, nay crave, is .. 
beautiful hair, whether it be. 
brunette or blond (preferably 
brunette). To fondle beauti-
ful hair is tC> <'see the pearly· 
:gates."· What a wpnderful 
feeling. The naughty need, to 
flirt is a non-discriminatory 
act and should be pursued 
with vigor by both sexes .. 
Nohll the attributes that 
women have; or use, have to 
be physical so as to envelope 
men in their. suffocating 
snare. The quickwit>the 
intelligence, conversation; the 
rema·rkable statement is, 
genefally, the way most• 
relationships start: Most · 
style. . · . · .· . · . _ . _ ni·v£frsary;· Stand·tall/rioF .. .,, serise of. physiology, arid::·: .. . 
· Smell good! H you're · · studly, a1'ld don't slouch> ruby red lipstiCkicorrie into ... ,1 · 
wearing an expensive, spicy, Smile a. lot when you ·talk. play. Well":"ithin·the preced-
men; myself included, are · . 
impresse.d'.wi~hthe woman· · 
whohas'a'certairi~knciwledge'; 
of sports, or pe~haps, the · 
original fragrance, she'.11 Sitting at a tablewith'afist ing sentence iswherel'll 
never forget.you. . propping up your chin is a< · reside~ ciecipherquite.clearly; 
Words: You could loseJt . tempting move .• Sensually/ · then try to explain tt\~ · · .. · 
with one line. ()ve-rly'cori\~ biting your lip·is cute too. ' : ·: ·chemistry applied by the:· ·. · 
plemeriting, talking only'· . Develop a habitthalis .. '. . •. •.; young lass courting· h~r male .. 
about sports, and not talking· uniquelyyou.·(Jl\ypersonar lover; .. . · · :• 
openly are defiriitefau~p·aux! favorite is the squinting ofthe · · Many me~ have sagely : 
·Complementing a woffi,ah . · eye~ d. ufing a 1.0.ng·~r~g·.<)~:a::. studied with disastrous 
every minutes tells her that . c1garett~.)' Al)d rtjost ill\por::;; · conclusions; the over.Whehn- · · 
you're desperate and so. · taritly, don't go.011 a.dance;'.-;;: ing glare thatworrien hold 
pathetic that you couldn't live floor.if you don't belong'. •.: over thefrpheromone' , 
without her. Compliments there. .·· .· •... · ·_ · ·.·· ·· couriterpar~. I too; have . 
only work when sincere and ··, delved d¢eply into this odd··· 
original. "Gee your hair · -· · bonding behavior. The core 
smells terrific", is old. Try . . . . ofthis fljrting concept ~s, of 
instead, "You have beautifUJ" ,. · · . '-.:·.". ~ course; love~arid no more will. 
~f~~r~:.?,r."love.the. . · ... · ....• ~8i:~n~~~e~r)~~ioia<}~.~:· .. r<· ~o~~r~~~~::c~~~j~~!·:l . 
Open up the conversation. The Xavier Newswire: .. . ways womeil'flirt in thefr 
Listen to her.when she talks ·· ·. q~e~t fOr m·arri~ge, d~·v~rce, 
about the fight she had with · Not long ago~lwas; . · · . . and death. (Knowing full . 
her sister or when she g~s approached by a lovely: little, • well what sartof Machiavel-
through those childhood · nyll\phwho asked if}could · lian hell will be waiting for · 
anecdotes. Be. wilJing to share write a. "darling''. little piece me.) · 
some with her as well. A ori the forlome<l; psuedo- · · ·.The sweetest smell of . 
most importantfactor is holiday.- Sweetest Day.· I , scented fragrance, perfume to . 
honesty. When the subject quickly agreed.<.The romance other~, is th~ lllainweapon in-
switches to old· girlfriends; ·and chivalry thatjs proini- · their arsenal of love .. Women 
don't lie and say that your ex nently displayed on this . . aredeve(and sophisticated, 
is a fire breathing dragon. · speeial day of lovers; holds (quite nearly the master race),. 
She'll know you're saying the dea~ to my heart. However, and understand the mesmer-
same thing about her when ·riot so dear that I couldeasily izing effect of "soiled air" on 
. it's all over. Always, always, forgetabout this leftover dim-witted m·en. · 
look her straight_ in the eye. . hippie love-in. I ponder, Women please note that 
This gives you the upper ·quickly and with a great . the makeup effect is quite·· 
hand. · .·. sense of.vanity, the romantic . near. alchemy. ·.Men are. • 
The last point is, make linkbetween hourglass oblivious, take a clue.· I could 
every motion as if someone is shaped women and oxen . care less if your makeup is · 
.. ·business world.·· Yet, the 
, carnal }(now ledge possessed 
by \\'Omen in other subjects· · 
are more· invigorating and' ' 
intoxicating and I would 
agree with most women that 
the majority of men have no , 
idea of "ihvigoratirig 11 and 
//intoxicating" conversation. 
Most men would rather 
grunt and subsiston 
Dorrito's. The gene.pool is 
shrinking ladies. 
Cupid indeed, flies high 
. and far; (racking up incred- . 
i~le Rc>nus mileage), shooting 
his arrows with much 
disregard. }Vonien;· knowing 
the imprecise aim of his 
arrows;. try ()n · th~ir ow1\ to.···· 
alter the hearts and minds of·· 
men with, P<lSSion arid great 
sophistication. , 
·Happy Sweetest Day. 
The opinions in this· 
article do not; we repeat, 
do not necessarily refelect 
. the opinions of The Xavier 
Newswire. 
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Ryder welcomes back'Roxy' Revenge I I 
By Becky Froelich 
The Xavier Newswire 
Welcome home Roxy and 
welcome back Winona! It's 
been a while since Winona 
Ryder has shown her face on 
the big screen and she has 
been sorely missed. In her 
newest film, Welcome Back 
Roxy Carmichael, Ryder once 
again proves to us that she is 
not just a flash-in-the-pan 
actor. If this film is any 
indication of her talent, she 
promises to be around for 
some time to come. 
The story is one of those 
"teenager trying to find 
herself" genres and although 
the plot may be old hat, the 
acting and the subplots 
incorporated into the action. 




cry from the role that Ryder 
took on in the movie, Heath-
ers.) She does, however, see 
things in life much the same 
way that Roxy did when she 
was 15. There's no one who 
sees this more than Denton 
Webb, Roxy's old flame, who 
It has been fifteen years · realizes that the torch is still 
since teenager Roxy burning even though he's 
Carmichael left home seeking now married to someone 
fame and fortune. Now the else. Webb is realistically 
residents of her hometown played by Jeff Daniels, most 
are preparingfor the return recently seen in Arachnop~o~ .. 
of the woman who hasd;; :;, .. ·. , .biJl..· Da~iels character lends a 
becomethe local living down~to~earth, realistic hand 
legend. Ryder plays fifteen to the sometimes up in the air 
year old Dinky Bos.setti who storyline. He makes even the 
loo"s forward to Roxy's possibility of a long, lost love 
return more than anyone else coming back to complicate 
in the town .. To explain why things seem feasible. 
would be giving more of the Roxy is returning to her 
story away than I should, so · hometown to dedicate the 
let's just 5ay that "fam.ily" new Roxy Carmichael Center 
' reasons play an important for Cosmetology and Drama. 
role in both Roxy and Soon after the mayor pro-
Dinky' s lives. . · claims the start of Roxy 
Dinky is an unusualchild. Carmichael Week in the 
She d0esn't care about how crowded legion hall, towns-
she looks or dresses. (A far women excitedly begin 
LOOKING FOR COUEGE 
. ~ISTANCE? LOOK TO 
AIR FORCE ROTC. 
CAPT CONNIE PILLICH 
. .556~2237 
Leadership Excellence Starts Here 
making their appointments at 
the beauty salon and hunting 
for a suitable new dress to 
wear to the gala Roxy Ball. 
Dinky has other reasons for 
eagerly awaiting Roxy's 
arrival and along with 
Daniels, finds out a few 
things about herself in the 
meantime. 
Welcome Home Roxy 
Carmichael is a movie that 
should do fairly well at the 
box office. Its positive points 
· far outweigh its negative and· 
Winona Rvder's fans should 
be pleased to see her back on 
the screen again. In the 
words of Dinky Bossetti, "It's 
good to want things." 
Welcome Back Roxy Carmichael 
should leave you wanting 
more .. 
To Whom It May Concern, 
I would like to address a note to a group who resides 
in the .X.U. Sports Center; those who call themselves 
swimmers. They think they're so hot; walking 
around campus with their swimming apparel and 
their noses in the air. As if they think they'll take 
the conference this year (I laugh!) There is nO way 
this goal can be accomplished withoutthehelp of 
Wave I I I (Paul Naber), Mad dog (JoefPleban; Woody 
(Jeff Leatherwood), Patty Gerdes or Theresa Bunker . 
. · Getit. through your thick skulls, it will never 
· · happen without talented divers and swirrilllers such 
·.·.··.as us that you so conveniently dumped last year like 
a sack of "Sammy's" .. · .. ····•·····. >< · · ... · •· · 
It's not that I dou.bt you, it'sthatl. despise you for 
"landing" us and wilhout so much as a splash; said 
goodbye. Without the teamwork you'll never go any~ 
where .. Sure I could be swimmirigfor ten more years; 
Heck, I even stayed on campus hoping no one would 
notice. But no, you said I had to quit because of 
"rules". To.hell with thefules! Lberid them eVery 
weekend, can't You do it during the week? Hell, I 
wanted 'to swim forever, but nooooo, "We have to 
abide by the rules." Wahhh!. Remember your roots! 
·. Remember your roots! . 
Sincerely, 
Wave III 
(Ffeshmen - it's Paul Naber) 
. PaulNaber's letter was th~ best submitted, ahd 
. he\vpl receive the revenge of his ch.oice as a p'.rize .... 
If you are a junior or senior with a 3.5 
G. P.A., we invite you to apply for Al-
pha Sigma Nu. Applications are 










organizers wanted for 
fantastic Ski and Sun Tours. 
Earn cash commissions 
and/or go for free. Call the 
#1 company in college 
travel, Moguls Ski and .Sun 
Tours, Inc. 1-800-666-4857. 
Traval Sales Representative 
Wanted, outgoing, aggres-
sive, self-motivated indi-
viduals or groups to market 
Winter and Spring Break 
trips on campus. For more 
information, call Student 
Travel Services at l-800-648-
4849. 
Babysitter Wanted in home, 
T.errace Park area. 1 year 
old child: Non-smoker. 
Wednesday, Thurday and 
Friday mornings 8:30-12:30. 
$400/hr References .. Call 
831-3739, 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
SPRING BREAK 1991-
.lndividual or student organi- · 
zation needed to promote 
Spring Break trip. Earn 
money, free trips and valu-
able work experience. CALL 
NOW!! Inter-Campus 
Programs: 1-800-327-6013. 
FREE SPRING BREAK 
TRIPS to promote students 
or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break 
Packages. Good Pay & Fun. 





$245 and up 
Oxford Apts. 
1005 Dana Ave. 
Call A.B. at 
861-5928 
474-0449 
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The alternative: R-Club 
By Mick Clay 
Contributing writer 
Readjust your black wardrobe, add a few hippie 
hues, dust off your biker jackets and slip on your 
creepers. It's time to dance at the recently opened 
R-Club at 355 Calhoun in Clifton. As soon as you 
were resigned that Saturdays, Mondays and 
Wednesdays were merely nights in between the 
"same-old, same-old," (i.e., Cooter's Beat Club), an 
adventurous and loaded with potential new club 
arrives to keep you in step to fresher alternative 
beats. 
D.J. Chris Mercier said "We want to create the 
most interesting and bizarre club in Cincinnati." 
For those religiously living in the underground 
progressive scene, this is a welcome omen. The 
alternative dance picture has been clouded and 
boring since the closing of the infamous Metro/ 
Clubhouse in downtown Cincinnati. Club NRG 
was big, a big disappointment for everyone in-
volved, b•1t R-Club may resuscitate a cataleptic sub-
culture. 
Driving by R-Club which used to enslave the 
Top 40-ladden Tapps, you will notice black- and 
leather- clad hipsters milling about, smoking 
cigarettes, waiting for that tune that makes their 
Doc Martins stomp to the beat. R-Club has an aura 
that could explode into a great place to aerobicise 
the hip way. 
According to D.J. Dain Thunert, "the record col-
lection is still building, which will allow us to be 
current and experimental." 
Their willingness to experiment and their 
$10,000 lighting system gives R-Club the chance to 
become a bar the Queen-City Post-Modernists 
desperately need. 
Monday kicks off the week with Thunert playing 
"hard-edge dance music," leaning heavily toward 
industrial. Wednesday nights are a mixture of 
Mondays "graveyard shift music." Thursdays are 
reserved for Top 40, while Saturdays bring the 
increasingly popular "Eurobeat," with Mercier. 
As all associated with the alternative movement 
are aware, the sacred holiday of Halloween is 
nearing. Mercier promises that Oct. 31 at R-Club 
will "be the event of the year." (And we thought 
the Middle-East crisis was something.) 
After visiting the club and speaking with the 
some of the old Beat Club and Metro-goers, R-Club 
is receiving rave reviews. If you're feeling the need 
for darkness, sweat, and driving beats, drop by R-
Club, afterall, it is our club. 
Free from Universal 
Pictures 
At 1 :OOp.m. on Wednesday, 
October 24, The Xavier 
Newswire will be giving away 
free T-shirts and passes to the 
new Universal Pictures' release, 
White Palace. 
The first 10 people to arrive 
in the office will receive a T-
shirt and a pass for two ·ta the 
preview. The nextfifteen will 
win a pass for two and as-
sorted prizes. 
The preview is scheduledfor 
Wednesday evening at the 
Kenwood Mall 'lWin Cinemas. 
EVERYBODY'S records, tapes, 
MON. -SAT 11-9 
SUN 12-6 
I WE BUY & SELL I 
HUGE SELECTION OF IMPORTS 
•ROCK •SOUL •JAZZ 
•METAL •ALTERNATIVE •BLUES 
•PUNK •OLD R&B •OLDIES 
NEW & USED COMPACT DISCS 
RIDGE RD. 
rxl HEAllLD AVE. 
~ OANAAVE. 
• 
"VOTED Tl-IE BEST RECORD STORE IN CINCINNATI" by ONCINATI MAGAZINE" 1987 
ROCK T-SHIRTS & POSTERS 
531-4500 6106 MONTGOMERY RD. (AT RIDGE) CINTI .. OH 
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Student takes on college challenges early 
By Christine Wright 
The Xavier Newswire 
Brian Lahmann is young 
enough to be a high school 
freshman, but he's bright 
enough to be a college 
freshman. 
Fourteen-year-old ~ah­
mann, a commuter from 
North College Hill, is one of 
Xavier's most untraditional 




Latin High School 
on his 14th 
birthday last May, 
young Lahmann 
is majoring in 
premed and has 
already tested out 




fre.shman compo;: : , 
sition.He's taking 
a 16-hour credit 
"My parents thought that 
was pretty neat," Lahmann 
said. 
Lahmann' s giftedness led 
him through the first eight 
grades of school in four 
years. At 10 years old, he was 
the youngest student at 
Covington Latin High 
School. Once out of high 
school, he was too young to 
work, or enter a foreign 
exchange program, so onto 







because of its 
small size 
nd teacher/ 





ahrriann .. , .. 
:m be ready 
without advice. His older 
sisters, twins Lori and Lisa, 
are both freshmen at Xavier. 
To them, Brit1n is just their 
little brother who happened 
to get all the brains. Lisa 
jokingly says she and Lori 
had to split their brain and 
that's why they have ad-
vanced at an aveq1ge aca-
demic rate. But the Lahmann 
sisters appear to have plenty 
of smarts. Lori is majoring in 
chemistry and Lisa has her 
eye on a nursing career. 
The Lahmann twins also 
have a driver's license, 
something even talented 
brother Brian can't get until 
he's old enough. 
A word for Brian. 
By Christine Wright 
The Xavier Newswire 
Brian Lahmann is the 
youngest student on cam-
pus. With good looks, 
personality and brains, 
Brian is surely destined for 
great things. For me, a 40-
year-old returning college 
student, it's reassuring to 
meet young, talented 
students like Brian. He's not 
the only younger-than-
average college student at 
Xavier~ Many of his Coving-
ton Catholic High School 
classmates are attending 
Xavier getting a head start 
on education and careers. 
sixth grade son tells me he 
doesn't want to be too 
smart, nobody will like him. 
This attitude is an embar-
rassing mai1)stay in our 
culture perpetuated by 
films, television, even 
cartoons. 
Kids often do hide their 
brightness under a barrel 
for fear of being different. It 
takes courage for the gifted 
child to step out and shine. 
We have become a country 
of average achievers. Brian 
and his friends are just 
being who they are. They 
don't want to be tagged as 
different or abnormal. Brian 
says "no big deal," \vhen 
talking about his unique 
academic stattlS: .·· ·· .. , ..... , ...... . 
load of advanced Brian Lahmann 
German, theology, 
o hang out 
hisM.D. 
shingle by 
Brian depends on his 
sisters and the family van to 
get to class on time and keep 
up with his exhausting 
schedule. Beside his daily 
classes, the 14-year-old 
college freshman plays on a 
community soccer team, he 
referees Xavier intramural 
football and soccer ganies 
and makes time for tennis, 
skiing and baseball. For the 
last four years, Brian has 
taken an ghoulish role in the 
annual scare-fest put on at 
the St. Rita School for the 
Deaf Haunted House that 
runs every weekend from 
now until Halloween. 
But there's a lot of pres~ 
sureon:these.young; gifted· 
studeilts. Making the dean's 
list is usually easy for them, 
but finding acceptance and 
feeling comfortable with 
their intelligence is not as 
simple. 
Brian, with the help of his 
family, works hard at 
achieving balance in the 
large gap between his 
intellectual age and his 
chronological age. biology and chemistry with 
labs. 
But so far, so good for 
Lahmann who also earned 
enough scholarships to 
whittle his yearly tuition 
down to just a couple 
hundred dollars.He say he's 
adjusting fine to college life 
and really sees his unique 
academic situation as "no big 
deaL" 
But it was a big deal to Ed 
and Debbie Lahmann when 
th.ree-year-old .son Brian 
began reading the newspaper 
and understand its headlines. 
the time he's 24 years old. 
Xavier's version of Doogie 
Howser wants to be a gyne-
cologist or a pediatrician. 
Although Lahmann 
doesn't like being compared 
to television's medical whiz 
kid, he tolerates it. He really 
doesn't like all the attention 
he receives just because he's 
blessed with a superior mind. 
He says he is just like any 
other student except that he 
learns at a quicker rate. 
Young Lahmann is not 
wandering around the Xavier 
campus unchaperoned and 
Sister Lori says, "Brian has 
to be on the move all the time 
or he gets bored." Lori also 
says Brian may be highly 
gifted academically, but he's 
still a kid. "You should see 
his room." 
She says the whole family 
helps Brian maintain a well-
rounded lifestyle and that 
means keeping hiri1 attached 
There is still a social 
stigma attached with being 
at the head of the class, espe-
cially for young students. 
Brian was apprehensive 
about letting his college 
classmates know his age, He 
wants to fit in.He wants to 
be a regular kid.<Myown 
to some activities related to 
his chronological age. 
"We all want him to be a 
well-rounded, mature, happy 
At 14-year-old, Brian has 
just begun dating; his atti-
tudes and values as well as 
his bones are still being 
formed. Hemay not need 
help conjugating German 
verbs or understanding 
chemical reactions, but he 
does need a hand in feeling 
accepted and understood. 
kid," she says. "Sometimes 
kids like Brian aren't," she 
adds. 
Nursing club offers communication options 
By Christine Wright 
The Xavier Newswire 
Recent growth in the 
Xavier Nursing Department 
has led to the formation of a 
new club designed for 
nursing students and anyone 
else interested in club issues. 
Club president Cathie 
Schack believes the newly 
chartered Xavier University 
Nursing Organization will 
benefit the current nursing 
students and alumni nurses 
. students into campus life arc 
as a university-based support The club was designed as is the first order of business also aims of the new club. 
group that can promote a class project by Bachelors of for the new club. The club, which is open to 
collegiality among profes- Science nursing students in They said a party for the anyone interested in health 
sional nurses. Sue Schmidt's class. The club new associate degree nurses awareness or health profes-
She intends to explain her is now in the hands of and the bachelor degree sions, is also intended to let 
ideas for the new club at Schack and her fellow club nurses is planned for 5-7 p.m. the campus-at-large know 
abrown bag lunch open officers. Oct. 22, at the Cohen Center. what is going on in the fast-
meeting set for ·1 :30 p.m. Vice president Jackie "All the nursing students growing nursing department, 
Friday, Oct. 19, at the Cohen Leppert said, "it's now our are s6 busy. There isn't time said Marge Byrne, nursing 
Center nursing lab. At that job to make sure the club on to network and get to know instructor and nursing club 
time interested club members paper becomes a reality." one another. The club will advisor. · 
will have ground floor input Both Schack and Leppert help us do that," Schack said. Doug Schneider will serve 
on the direction of the new said a social gathering at Health awareness, a as the new club secretary, 
club, its meeting schedule which all the nursing stu- speaker's bureau and general and Marilyn Slicker will be 
and dues. dents can become acquainted integration of nursing the club treasurer. 
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By Heidi L. Hemphill 
& Elayne Jackson 
The Xavier Newswire 
Juggling school, work and 
a "significant other" is not an 
easy task. It takes organiza-
tion, planning and a whole-
hearted effort to ·make time 
for that special person iii 
your life. 
Every relationship has a 
unique set of obstacles. 
Pete Jordan and Iris 
Hugley have been dating for 
approximately two months. 
Jordan is a pre-med 
student at Xavier while his 
girlfriend, Iris, is a student at 
Southwestern College of 
Business and mother of a two 
and a half year old daughter, 
Kara. 
Kara participates in 
Southwestern' son campus 
day care center which allows 
mot~er and daughter the 
opportunity to spend time 
together when traveling to 
and from campus. 
Jordan and Hugley work 
while attending school full-
time and usually only see 
each other on the weekends. 
"Generally if we don't have 
the opportunity to spend 
time together during the 
week I try to make the 
weekend special." says 
Jordan. 
Normally, Jordan is 
responsible for coordinating 
weekend plans, however, 
they both participate in 
arranging for a responsible 
baby sitter whenever Kara is 
not going on their dates. 
Jordan's philosophy on 
managing his busy schedule 
and making time forHugley 
is trying to relax and have as 
much fun as possible at all 
times. 
According to Hugley, "It's 
[dating] hard, but we try to 
make the most of it by just 
having fun and· enjoying each 
other's company." 
Contrary to popular belief, 
married couples who have 
one or both partners attend-
ing school and working, 
experience some of the same 
problems as single couples. 
Alicia and Tyrone 
Townsend are no exception. 
Alicia has been attending 
Xavier for four years. She 
earned her Associates degree 
in management in December 
of 1989 and has since re-
turned in order to obtain her 
Bachelors degree in manage-
ment. 
She is very active in the 
community and enjoys 
spending time with her 
family whenever she is not 
studying. 
Over the past five years, 
although he is not a student, 
Tyrone has been very sup-
portive in Alicia's pursuit to 
obtain her degrees. 
One of the advantages that 
Townsend's have is that they 
are both full-time employees 
of Star Bank and therefore 
drive to and from work 
together each day. They also 
attend church together. 
Alicia says, "Like most 
men Tyrone is only some-
what supportive around the 
house, but more than makes 
up for it with his·patience 
and understanding." 
These three couples are 
At the opposite end of the 
spectrum are Khary Turner 
and Kathi Holyfield, a well-
known couple around 
campus, have been dating for 
almost two years. 
They 're dealing with the 
pressures of being a couple 
on campus, remaining active 
in the Xavier community, 
and finding time for their 
studies. 
Turner and Holyfield live 
off-campus this year near 
each other, and both work in 
Finn Lodge. This makes for a 
lot of "togetherness." Some 
additional pressures they 
experience are outside 
sources interfering in their re-
lationship and maintaining 
their "image" as a couple on 
campus. 
One problem that Holy-
field cites in particular is 
maintaining her own iden-
tity. According to Holyfield, 
"Sometimes I feel like people 
don't see Holyfield, they see 
Khary' s girlfriend." 
When you are students 
together, you have more 
opportunities for doing 
things together than many 
other couples. The key to 
success for this couple is the 
support they both give each 
other. 
making the effort to maintain 
healthy, loving relationships. 
The busy schedules, home-
work, and babysitting don't 
make it easy, but in the long 
run it's worth it. 
Lecture highlights ge.nder gap 
J:3y E. S. »7addlington, III 
The Xavier Newswire . 
Almost a decade ago at 
Xavier, a fund drive was 
begun by Father Edward 
Brueggeman, S.J. to establish 
a chair for·interreligious-
ecumenical studies. 
The purpose of the chair 
was to promote better 
relations among Christians, 
Jews, and other faiths. 
The Inaugural lecture was 
given on April 7, 1981, by 
Rabbi Alfred Gottschalk, 
Ph.D. Since then many 
lectures on various topics 
have been delivered. 
This evening Dr. Catherine 
LaCugna, at 7:30 p.m., will 
speak on women in theology 
and ministry: The Gender 
Difference. 
La Cugna was picked 
because of "the issue of 
feminism," said Rev. Joseph 
Bracken, S.J. She is a Associ-
ate Professor of Systematic . 
Theology at the University of 
NotreDame. 
This program will be in 
the University Center, 
Theatre, "Usually adult 
audiences attend but it is 
open fo students," says Rev. 
Joseph Bracken, S.J. 
Closing remarks will be 
given at 9:30 p.m., but "every 
semester there is a speaker 
for the Ecumenical Chair," 
said Rev. Joseph Bracken, S.J. 
Although this program is 
two hours long, Rev.Joseph 
Bracken, S>J., says "students 
can attend the lecture and 
still get back to the dorm in 
time for the second half of the 
World Series Game:" 
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First homecoming queen remembers "glory days" 
By Toni Andrews 
The Xavier Newswire 
Mary Nurre was crowned 
homecoming queen sixteen 
years ago. She was Xaviers 
first and last homecoming 
queen until last year. 
Last year she returned to 
Xavier to crown her succes-
sor, fiftheen years later. 
Many are probably 
wondering how was she the 
first and last homecoming 
queen? 
In 1970 Xa.vier opened its 
doors to females, prior to that 
the school wasw occupied by 
all males. In 1974 the school. 
decided to nominate its own 
homecoming queen. Until 
then the queen came from 
another school (Edgecliff, at 
that time, an all girl school). 
Thatyear the school closed 
down the football program 
for financial reasons. 
So mary Nurre was the 
firstand last homecoming 
queen, until last year. 
Mary is a native of Cincin-
nati, raised in St. Bernard. 
She is the fifth of twelve 
children born to Col. Alvin 
H. Nurre and wife. Growing 
up she was pretty and 
outgoing. "Mary has the 
type of personality that got 
along with people," her 
brother Dan replies," she 
made friends with all types 
of people. She made it a 
point to be friendly to 
everyone. 
In 1970 she followed in her 
P·rogram unites campus 
ByE.S. Wadlington HI 
TheXavier Newswire· 
cans Speak Out. ht the T.V. 
Lounge 1st floor of Kuhlman 
Halt. ·.. . 
7:30 p.m., An Evening of 
Appalachian Writi~g and 
Xavier University's Black · Storytel~ing;·ln ~he Board. 
Student Association arid···· Room,·of l.Jniversity Center .. 
Int~rnati~nal Student's .·· Wednesday Oct. 24th 
Society will sponsor a 11:30 a.m. Dr. Robert .. 
·Multiculturalweek , :i•;.~.-,(. < .- . ,Geryasi •;1g1tJtjari Spiritlia'lit}r' · 
The themefonhe week is and theChallengeofPlan- ·· 
"Finding Common Ground" ethood/' Room 2 of CBA 
A variety of programs . Building. · . . . · 
have ~n plan~ed by the 14- 3:30 p;m., Japanese and 
member Committee. The American Student Panel 
Committee is made up of Discussion. In the Terrace 
students, graduates,faculty, ·Room, Of University Center. 
and administrators. · 9:30 p.m. Wednesday 
D!rector of Minority . night Jumpstart, "Low Salt", 
Affairs, Debora Jones, said and a African Drummer. 
"this week has been.in the Downunder,'of the Univer-
works since last summer". sity Center. 
· According to Jones programs Thursday Oct. 25t'1 
have been set at various African Dancers and 
times to include traditional as Drummers, Jazz Ensemble, 
well as non-traditional and Xavier University Gospel 
students. Choir. · · 
Director of International Dr. Merelyn Bates-Mims 
Student Services, Kay Bin- "Fraternities and Sororities: 
kley, says "We hope that this Historical Perspective". 
will become an annual Sallie Elliot Editor of -
event". Applause Magazine "The 
Here is the agenda for the African American Family: 
Multicultural week: Status Report". 
Monday Oct. 22nd Members of Xavier 
Noon to 1 p.m. taste of University's Basketball Team, 
<:;olombia. This program will "The Importance of Academ- · 
be held outside the Grill, ics". 
Universicy Center. Poetry reading, and 
3:30 p.m., Archie Brunn, Storytelling. · 
"St. Ignatius and the His- 8 p.m. Joe Clark, Educator, 
panic World". This progr?m will speak in the Theatre of 
will be held in Kelly Aud1to- the University Center. Clark 
rium, Alter Hall. · is a former school principal at 
5 p.m., Taste of Thailand Eastside High in Paterson, 
Cooking Demonstration. In New Jersey and author of 
the Cafeteria, of the Univer- Laying Down the Law. · 
sity Center. Jones says Black Student 
Tuesday Oct. 23rd Association and the lnterna-
11 a.m., Native American tional Student's Society 
Arts & Crafts Display. In the would like to follow up 
Jobbv, of University Center. mul8culhiral week even Lu-
. 3:30 p.m., Nati·.·c Amnri- :illy with a joint retreat. 
grandfather, father, and two 
older brothersfoot-steps in 
attending Xavier. However, 
tradition was not the only 
motivating factor in her 
decision, prior to that year 
Xavier was an all male 
school, and the numbers 
were looking really good for 
any female who chose the 
school. "I am smart," Mary 
replied," the odds were about 
100 males to every 1 female." 
During her time at Xavier 
she was very active. She 
worked full-time, carried a 
full course load, participated 
in intramural sports, was 
involved in student govern-
ment, and co-founded the 
women swim team (in her 
freshman year). She majored 
in public relations and 
minored in marketing. 
In 1974, her senior year, 
the school announced that 
the homecoming queen 
would come from Xavier. 
Mary submitted her nomina-
tion and ten cent a ballot the 
votes were cast. Mary was 
crowned queen at the home-
coming game. "I was so 
proud and very honored and 
it was fun," Mary said. 
After she graduated she 
moved to Raleigh, North 
Carolina. Over the last 
sixteen years she has worked 
in management and sales 
marketing. She currently 
resides in Houston, Texas 
and ownes her own business, 
the M. Nurre Sales and 
Consulting Fim1. According 
to Mary, " the American 
Dream." 
Information Table 
October 30', 8 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
University Center Lobby near Grill 
"Let It Begin Here" Peace Corps film 
October 30 
1:30 p.m. 
University Center, Regis Room 
l -800-521-8686 Toll free 
caltndau 
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All Announcements for 
the weekly Calendar must be 
sent to The Xavier Newswire 
office in the University 
Center, gorund floor, by 
Friday, prior to publication, 
at 12 p.m. (noon). Please 
direct mail to Gary Wahoff, 
Calendar editor: Be sure to 
include name and phone 
number. · 
October 
17 g~~~Underand listen to the 
sound c;if Rhythrn and Blues 
by Big Ed Thompson and 
the All Stars from 9:30 p.m.-
12:30 a.m. Admission is 
free. 
The XU Art Gallery is 
continuing its showing of 
the ceramics exhibit which 
~uns thrpugh November 2. 
18 
The XU Players 
open the year 
with the presen-
tation of "The Foreigner." 
The show starts at 8:00 p.m. 
in the University Center 
Theatre and runs through 
Sunday, October 21. Stop 
by the ticket office for more 
information. 
Drop by the University 
Center Lobby and show 
your support for U.S. 
Troops overseas. Sign a 
letter at the College Repub-
licans' table to tell an 
American soldier that you 
support their courage and 
dedication. 
The French Club has a 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Regis Room. If you have 
any questions, call 
AnnHeile at 745-4941. 
The Athenaeum is now 
accepting poems, prose, 
etc. for its upcoming fall 
issue. Contributions may 
be sent to: 
Athenaeum 
Xavier University 
3800 Victory Pkwy. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. 
Entry deadline is November 
1st, 1990. Questions? Call 
Dr. Finkelstein at 745-2041. 
19 
Bring a brown 
· bag lunch to the 
o'pen meeting for 
the newly formed Nursing 
CJUb at 1 :30 p.m. in the . 
Cohen Center Nursing Lab. 
Nursing students and 
anyone else are invited to 
attend. 
Amnesty International 
holds its weekly meeting at 
2:00p.m. 
Volleyball: XU hosts the 
Warriors of Marquette. 
"The Foreigner" continues 
in th Theatre. 
"X"Experience'day, an 
open house for prospective 
students runs today. -
20 Sendyour : : : favorite Sweet-heart a rose or 
bouquet of flowers today. 
After all, it is Sweetest day. 
The All For One 5KRoad 
Race occurs today. 
"The Foreigner" continues 
'in.the Theatre. 
Xavier Crew travels to 
Miami University to 
compete in a dual meet at 
Hueston Woods. Racing 
begins at 10:00 a.m. and 
will conclude with a · 
cookm~t. For more irifor-
mation contact Cary 
Wahoff at 631-3675. 
Volleyball: XU hosts the 
Ramblers of Loyola. 
The Cincinnati 
2.1 Commodore Computer Club 
holds jts open house and 
swap meet today from 2:00_ 
p.m.-5:00 p.m.at the Cure' 
of Ars School in Madison · 
Place. Bring yo11r uri-
warited Commodore 
hardware/ software to sell 
or swap. For more irifotma-
tion, call 248-0025. 
"The Foreigner"conclu_des 




at Loyola House 
at 7:00 p.m.-
SGA Meeting in CBA 4 at 
2:30 p.rp. All Welcome. 
A social get-together for 
all Nursing students 
(ASN & BSN) at Cohen 
Center from 5:00 p.m.-7:00 
p.m. Come eat pizza and 
network with nursing 
students of all levels. 
· Come 
2.4· ·. DownUnder and be sur~ 
prised by any one of Cin-
cinnati's rriost talented mu-
sical groups. Entertain-
. ment starts at 9:30 p~m. and 
continues until 12:30 a.m. 
WE WILL MATCH ANY COMPETITORS OFFER* SO YOU CAN TASTE 
SOME OF THE BEST PIZZA YOU'VE EVER HAD! 
WE DEllUERl 
7 45- 35 3 0 •c~~~~LL 
